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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Financial Services Council of New Zealand 
commissioned this paper on how our current tax rules 
affect savings, retirement provision and New Zealand’s 
overall economy1.  The conclusion reached is that tax 
changes are necessary.  The issues are not easy but the do 
nothing option accepts that:

 

 

New Zealand Superannuation (“NZ Super”) provides the first pillar 

general, most New Zealanders consider about twice the current 

requires New Zealand Superannuation to be supplemented by 

For most people their first priority is likely to be paying off the 
home mortgage and then meeting their retirement savings target 

this is by saving throughout one’s working life in a retirement 

 1

KiwiSaver and PIEs

an annual member tax credit (MTC) of 50 cents for every dollar of member contributions up to a maximum of $1,042 contributions 

the members actual income under rules set out in the legislation, members face no further tax on the income attributed to their 
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2

3 Tax rates are higher than the statutory rate because of the 
4 5 6 In the rest of this Paper the more realistic 80% 

Our Income Tax is Skewed Against Savings in 
Financial Instruments

The problem is that our income tax is heavily skewed against 

taxation of the return on debt instruments as they accrue, no 
superannuation tax concessions, no tax on capital gains on rental 
properties, and the unconstrained deductibility of the nominal 
value of interest against other income on debt used to purchase 

comparable economies by having one of the highest tax biases in 
favour of investing in real estate and against investing in financial 

It is difficult to make clear international comparisons of effective 
tax rates given various assumptions that need to be made 

and work commissioned by the Financial Services Council in New 

demonstrates how much New Zealand stands out in its adverse 
tax treatment of investments in financial assets (bank accounts 

superannuation is tax subsidised (it faces a negative tax rate) 
whereas in New Zealand the equivalent KiwiSaver investment is 

property by contrast is more lowly taxed in New Zealand because 
of the absence of a tax on the capital gains and the deductibility 
of the nominal value of interest against other income on debt 

2

Home ownership stands at one extreme as being the most highly 

used to repay the mortgage reduces mortgage interest costs that 

The return on an investment in mortgage repayments is thus 

subsidy is equal to the total equity investment in the home times 
the income a person would get from investing this money in, for 

So if a person has $200,000 equity in a home which they would 
have otherwise received 6% interest on, and they are on the top 
33% marginal tax rate, then the benefit is $3960 per annum 

would have paid had he or she put the funds into a bank account 

largely due to the non-taxation of capital gains and the ability  
to deduct the inflation component of interest costs against other 

If future and present consumption are treated as two goods, 
income tax, by taxing interest income, taxes future consumption 

accumulating savings since it is higher the more years over 

tax over a person’s working life, halves the sum available for 

it is estimated that debt instruments face an effective tax rate 
of 50% or more, home ownership faces a 0% rate, with other 

fact that debt instruments are taxed on:

INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS  
OF EFFECTIVE TAX RATES (ETRs) 

 
Account 3 

Rental  
Property

Super- 
annuation

48  
(0% leverage)

(40) 4

Australia Not calculated 
– above the

statutory rate

46  
(0% leverage)

(30) 5

New Zealand         49 24 6

(0% leverage
         38  

The tax rates for UK and Australian superannuation shown in (brackets) are negative 
tax rates. They are tax subsidies so that in effect people are paid by the tax system 
to hold these investments.  
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if another investment is taxed on capital gains, tax is deferred 

savings, compounding investment income is reinvested each 

these annual additions reinvested in the fund are only the 

savings are built up much more rapidly out of pre-tax returns 
as there is no tax deduction from the amount of earnings that  

This is why the tax rate on financial instruments, such as 

Rental property (after home ownership) is probably the most 
tax preferred investment alternative to saving via financial 

property increase the longer it is held until sold and the more 
 

Real Effective Tax Rates and Required  

Marginal Tax Rates to Level the Playing Field

The Real Effective Tax Rate (Real ETR) is the tax wedge 

required marginal tax rate is the statutory rate required to 

produce the same return from different investments assuming 

what rate is required to, for example, make an investment in 

KiwiSaver as attractive from a tax viewpoint as an investment 

in rental housing, the appropriate rate to consider is the 

HOW LEVERAGE AND THE PERIOD OVER WHICH  
PROPERTY IS OWNED IMPACTS ON EFFECTIVE TAX RATES  

 
rental property  
is sold

Leverage ratio

0% 50% 80% 100%

10 years

20 years

30 years

40 years

50 years

The table assumes a 33% marginal tax rate (the top rate) for a person holding 
property as an investment. The table uses 100% gearing as one example. This 
means that the rental property is fully funded by debt and there is no equity 
investment. Such gearing is possible if an investor uses equity in their own home as 
security to purchase rental properties. A professional couple who have $400,000 
equity in their $500,000 home can borrow $1 million to purchase two $500,000 
houses to rent out. The couple have then used $200,000 of equity in their own 
home so that the bank is prepared to lend the full $1 million to purchase the rental 
properties. For tax purposes the two rental properties are 100% geared (funded 
by debt). The couple can then deduct the full interest cost, to the extent it exceeds 
rental income, from their other professional, income.

“New Zealand stands out compared to comparable 
economies by having one of the highest tax biases 

in favour of investing in real estate and against 
investing in financial assets (such as KiwiSaver  

and bank term deposits).”
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The Tax Bias has Important Consequences

This tax bias against financial instruments used to build up a 

assumptions up to 90% of a person’s retirement income comes 
from the tax penalised compounding investment income and  
only 10% from the initial annual contributions out of salaries  

each year as income accrues (the tax treatment of KiwiSaver  
and bank term deposits) versus taxing only when the savings  
are withdrawn (the tax treatment of a property taxed on gains 
when it is sold) makes a big difference to the eventual post-tax 

The retirement income that a person can expect to be generated 
from KiwiSaver or similar savings is therefore largely going to be 

compounding income substantially reduces the source of 90% of 

This simply reflects the importance of compounding interest 

$100 deposit grows over 50 years to $1,842 if untaxed, $1,319 

deposit earnings reduces its value to the saver by about one third 
but taxing those earnings as they accrue year by year reduces the 

THE IMPACT ON VALUE OF TAXATION ON A REALISATION BASIS

YEARS

VA
LU

E 
($

)

0 5 10 20 4515 25 30 35 40 50
TAX FREE

TAX ON REALISATION

TAXED AS ACCRUED

Assumptions: nominal return of 6%, marginal tax rate of 30%. $100 is invested for up to 50 years.
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This tax bias also encourages people to invest in housing not 

be used to increase the productive potential of the economy, more 
jobs and higher future incomes, tax induced housing investment 

if anything to increase the real wealth of New Zealand nor our 

The tax system encourages offshore borrowing so that New 

As a result housing becomes increasingly less affordable for lower 

Numerous government reports have concluded that this flows 
through to a low performing economy, lower incomes and less 

jobs, an economy that is vulnerable to offshore financial crises, 
unaffordable housing costs, and a higher exchange rate that 

This is the result of tax rules that penalise saving in financial 
instruments and provide subsidies to housing and alternative 

subsidy on owner occupied housing is estimated to be $4 billion 

spends each year to meet the housing needs of lower income 
New Zealanders through rent subsidies for state home tenants 

 
It is not a surprise that most New Zealanders do not think they  

RATIO OF AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE TO AVERAGE HOUSEOLD DISPOSABLE INCOME
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“The level of subsidy for housing is very high. 
The tax subsidy on owner occupied housing is 
estimated to be $4 billion per annum. This is 
about twice the level of assistance the Crown 
spends each year to meet the housing needs 
of lower income New Zealanders through rent 
subsidies for state home tenants and in the 

accommodation supplement.”
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Options for Change

changes in the manner in which housing or financial instruments 

not only to have economic merit, but it also needs to be feasible 

substantial tax on currently tax exempt owner occupied housing 

A more modest and realistic objective is to recognise that home 

however, ensure that the tax system provides a level playing field 
with respect to how people invest their discretionary savings 

more even tax treatment of savings for retirement in financial 

even tax treatment, the tax on savings in financial instruments 
needs to be lowered closer to the effective rate applying to rental 

to the assumptions made as to, for example, the length of time 
the rental property is held and the degree to which an investment 
in such property is geared (the level of debt used to buy a rental 

property and the longer the time it is owned the lower is the 

The Financial Services Council commissioned work from 
independent experts on the various effective tax rates on different 

how effective tax rates vary greatly and how much housing is tax 

8

Tax rate

0% 28% 30% 33%

home, debt-free
0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

property 
(100% leverage)

0%

property 
(80% leverage)

0%

property 
(50% leverage)

0%

property 
(no leverage)

0%

PIE / KiwiSaver 
with no 
subsidies8

0%

Foreign shares 0%

term deposit
0%

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF INVESTMENTS

Where the tax rate is in (brackets) it represents a subsidy to the investor.
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The most reasonable assumption seems to be rental property 

This shows that the required tax rate on KiwiSaver to level the 

This work estimates that, on reasonable assumptions, the highest 
tax rate on savings in a KiwiSaver scheme needs to be lowered 
from the current 28% to 1% assuming that the alternative 
investment to KiwiSaver is an investment in rental property that 

words, only if investment returns in KiwiSaver are taxed at a rate 
of about 1% would that investment offer a comparable after-tax 
return to investing in rental property geared to 80% (assuming the 

reduction in the tax on saving in financial instruments  could be 
achieved by either lowering the tax on all financial instruments 
(by, for example excluding the inflationary compensation 
embedded in interest from the tax base) or by providing lower tax 

a lower scheme tax rate would be based on a proportion of the 
appropriate marginal tax rate of each individual scheme member 

options here have advantages and disadvantages and these are 

In effect we are saying if we cannot fix the comprehensive 
income tax base we should fix the tax rates on locked-in savings 
like KiwiSaver to ensure there is no barrier to sensible saving 

Clearly any reduction to the tax rate on financial instruments 

if necessary, work commissioned by the Financial Services 
Council demonstrates that most of any fiscal cost could be 
met by removing the current government funded incentives for 
KiwiSaver (the $1,000 kick-start payment and the member tax 

KiwiSaver, they do not offset the tax bias that exists for investment 

estimated that the KiwiSaver incentives could be used to fully pay 

incentive was retained and only the $521 annual tax credit was 

It is thus possible, at no fiscal cost, to go a long way towards 
removing the current bias against saving by way of financial 

The tax rates necessary to even the playing field between rental property (with different levels of leverage) and KiwiSaver at the different 
marginal tax rates are as illustrated below:

REQUIRED MARGINAL PIE TAX RATES TO EVEN THE PLAYING FIELD

Tax rate

Rental property – no leverage Rental property – 50% 
leverage

Rental property – 80% 
leverage

Rental property – 100% 
leverage

Real ETR
Required 

marginal tax 
rate

Real ETR
Required 

marginal tax 
rate

Real ETR
Required 

marginal tax 
rate

Real ETR
Required 

marginal tax 
rate

Assumes the property is sold after 20 years
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FISCALLY NEUTRAL KIWISAVER PIE TAX RATES

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC only 

removed

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC and 
$1000 kick-start 

removed

Phase out incentives 
from 2015

Remove incentives 
from 2015

The above demonstrates that if necessary a significant reduction 

in KiwiSaver tax rates while retaining the progressivity of rates 
so that a greater benefit would be able to be delivered to lower 

EXAMPLES OF FISCALLY NEUTRAL PROGRESSIVE 
PIE TAX RATES

Progressive PIE tax rates Low rate Middle rate Top rate

Current PIE tax rates

Fiscally neutral if only 
$521pa MTC removed

Fiscally neutral if $521pa 
MTC and $1000 kick-start 
removed

KiwiSaver with investing in a rental property, a comparison of 
current effective tax rates on different types of investments and 
fiscal implications of reform options are included in Chapter III  

A high tax rate on KiwiSaver investments has consequences 

tax rate on KiwiSaver above that applying to rental property 
investments (such as the prevailing 28% rate for many savers) 
means that the rental property provides much better after-tax 

KiwiSaver, the higher the real effective tax rate impact becomes 
due to, in large part, the taxation of the inflation component of 

EFFECTIVE TAX RATE IMPACTS INCREASE THE LONGER 
THE TERM OF SAVINGS

 
of saving

Annual savings required
Impact of tax 
on cumulative  

return

No tax

10

20 $15,112

30 $8,024 $10,529

40 $6,930

50 $2,948 $4,845

Assumptions: 4% real rate of return, 2% inflation, 28% PIR (Prescribed Investor 
Rate). Required annual savings shown is in 2013 dollars, and is assumed to 
increase with inflation.

As a consequence, a person would effectively be incentivised 
to delay saving for their retirement until a later time, thereby 
reducing the real effective tax rate impact on their KiwiSaver 
investment but greatly increasing the amount of contributions 
needing to be made annually in order to have enough savings 

therefore not a tax effective retirement savings strategy for New 

As noted above, most New Zealanders consider that private 

accumulate $450,000 of savings in KiwiSaver, a person would 

doing so, however, the person’s cumulative investment returns 

 
tax on the cumulative return for a 10-year savings horizon falls  

 
than $40,000 per year, a prohibitive amount for the average  

It is also noted that the current high taxation of compound returns 
in financial instruments is another reason why New Zealand 
financial institutions are reluctant to provide annuity type products 
so that lump sums can be turned into pensions for retirement and 

A much lower tax rate for investments in financial instruments 
or KiwiSaver-type schemes, as proposed in this paper, would 
reduce the disincentive effect and encourage more people to save 

ensure that New Zealand builds a more solid economy for the 
future and that people have a comfortable standard of living in 

“Saving a little for a long time is therefore not 
a tax effective retirement savings strategy 

for New Zealanders but saving over a shorter 
time period is unaffordable.”
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Introduction

The cost of government-provided “NZ Super” is a significant 
fiscal burden on our government (and taxpayers) and that cost 
is forecast to increase over time as the population ages and 

most New Zealanders consider to be a comfortable retirement 

twice the current level of NZ Super is needed for a comfortable 
retirement9

need to be supplemented by income from investments of about 

substantial savings, a lump sum on retirement at age 65 years of 
between $300,00010 and $450,00011

be consistent with government policy for most New Zealanders to 
aim to build up such a retirement fund mainly via their KiwiSaver 

savings in financial assets (whether directly or via KiwiSaver or 

The tax benefit or subsidy is equal to the total equity investment 
in the home times the income a person would get from investing 
this money in, for example a bank account, times the person’s 

which they would have otherwise received 6% interest on, and 
they are on the top 33% marginal tax rate, then the benefit is 

the tax the person would have paid had he or she put the funds 

The option to rent or buy a house is strongly influenced by this tax 

benefit is that by owning your own home you get the benefit of the 

marginal effective tax rate on debt instruments (in which a large 

percentage of KiwiSaver funds can be expected to be invested) 
12  This estimate has been confirmed by work 

undertaken by independent experts for the Financial Services 

 
as much when investing savings in financial products (such as 
KiwiSaver) in order to generate the same income as investing 

provides something like over $4 billion per annum in tax subsidies 

same order as the total income of managed funds (including 
KiwiSaver funds) and is about twice the $2 billion the government 

13  It is difficult 
to persuade people to invest in financial assets and products 
when government tax policy is now so heavily skewed towards 

It is appreciated that the bias in favour of home ownership is 

only form of investment favoured by our current tax system 

looking at comparable overseas tax jurisdictions, New Zealand 

comprehensive taxation of the return on debt instruments as they 
accrue, no superannuation tax concessions and no tax on capital 

having one of the highest tax wedges between investment in real 

It is difficult to make clear international comparisons of effective 
tax rates given various assumptions that need to be made 

and work commissioned by the Financial Services Council in New 

demonstrates how much New Zealand stands out in its adverse 
tax treatment of investments in financial assets (bank accounts 

superannuation is tax subsidised (it faces a negative tax rate) 
whereas in New Zealand the equivalent KiwiSaver investment is 

property by contrast is more lowly taxed in New Zealand because 

14

1   The tax barrier to retirement prosperity in New Zealand

9 10  
11 12

13  About $620 million on Income Related Rents, $1,240 million  
14
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INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF EFFECTIVE 
TAX RATES (ETRS)

15 Rental Property Superannuation

        48 (0% 
leverage)

(40)18

Australia   Not calculated 
– above the

statutory rate of 

        46 (0% 
leverage)

(30)19

New Zealand         49            2420   
(0% leverage

         3821 

To correct the tax system’s current bias against saving via financial 
instruments, it may be more realistic to aim for a more even 
treatment of savings in financial assets and investment in rental 
accommodation rather than trying to offset the heavier bias in 

saving and home ownership are the two main channels of long 
term life cycle saving with, in New Zealand, investment in rental 
accommodation (after home ownership) being the main alternative 

 

the deductibility of nominal interest costs, are also taken into 

Technical Annex to this paper calculates that rental property 

These highly concessionary rates arise in large part from the 
deductibility of interest costs on mortgages and the absence 
of tax on the capital gains, thereby clearly demonstrating the 

The impact of these policy settings is felt well beyond retirement 

exchange rate, our vulnerability to international financial crises 
are all inter-related issues and as various government reports 
have noted the tax treatment of savings is a critical factor in all 

of the current tax treatment of savings and what are the options 
to produce a less distorted outcome so that: the New Zealand 
economy invests its savings more productively than it does 
now, we reduce our vulnerability to overseas developments, we 
increase overall welfare, and secure better retirement outcomes?
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Taxation and Savings

The largest cost by far borne by those saving for retirement is 

the effect of taxation can be to reduce a person’s private 

This is because the New Zealand government, like governments 
of other developed economies, relies heavily on income tax 

return an individual receives on his or her savings, significantly 

term or accumulating savings where savings are made over 
time and the return is reinvested each year in the instrument 

raise government revenue via an income tax and the adverse 
impact this has on accumulating savings is managed in most 
other countries by generous tax concessions for retirement 

that our tax policy settings reach an appropriate balance 

This paper considers these issues largely in the context of  
New Zealand’s existing and traditional tax policy settings  

 
In recent years other models for taxation have been advanced that 
differ significantly from this by, in particular, recommending that 
labour and capital income and the income of residents and 
non-residents be taxed, not on the same basis as under  

 
A notable example of this line of thinking has been the Mirrlees 

20

The thinking behind this is that labour income and capital 
income should be thought of as two economically distinct 

income are quite different, and their tax treatment should 

The comprehensive income tax treats income from capital and 

tax is most often associated with three mid-twentieth century 
 

 
The idea of such a tax as some kind of ideal persisted for several 

where the analysis demonstrated that a zero capital income tax 

would be optimal under certain assumptions concerning market 
completeness and liquidity 21

analysis is essentially that which leads this report to assert that 

academic analysis is more nuanced, but there is still no economic 
justification for taxing labour and capital at the same rate, and 

An income tax which exempts the taxation of saving is really an 
expenditure tax (the equivalent under certain assumptions of relying 

developed countries this is achieved through two provisions in the 
income tax code: the owner-occupier housing exemption, and the 

private saving in an economy is undertaken for life cycle purposes, 
these two provisions serve to remove the double taxation of saving, 
and reduce the inter-temporal price distortion inherent in the 

Further, if it is accepted that the income taxation (imputed rent 
and capital gain) of the owner-occupied home is not currently a 
feasible policy option, then the pension fund earning-exemption 

demonstrated that the efficiency costs of adverse asset allocation 
22  Again, this economic analysis underpins 

the report’s concerns about the differential taxation of real estate 

A fundamental shift in our tax policy away from the traditional 
comprehensive taxation of all forms of income has been 
considered in New Zealand by a number of reports, most recently 
by the Treasury and Inland Revenue paper on the Taxation of 
Savings and Investment Income 23

successive governments have also consistently resisted such 

not to pursue such arguments further (although options such as 
moving to a Nordic type tax system are briefly canvassed later in 
this paper) and proceed with our analysis and recommendations 
on the basis that any future policy changes only have a chance 
of proceeding if they can be justified in the context of a 

 
the tax base we should look to fix the tax rates on locked-in 
savings like KiwiSaver to ensure these are not a barrier to 
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20 21

22

23



The issue of the appropriate tax policy settings for savings 
is critical for the ability of people to provide a comfortable 
retirement income by saving a relatively small proportion of 
their income throughout their working years (saving a little for 

government publications over the last decade have emphasised 
how this is also critical to New Zealand’s economic performance 
– productivity growth, international vulnerability and our

that tax and savings policy impacts on New Zealand’s ability to 

As a result, over time there has been a steady increase in the 
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Examples of recent reports in this area are:

24

25 

26

28

29

30

31

Higher savings better employed would lead to capital deepening 
(more capital per worker) and greater productivity, less overseas 

borrowing and lower vulnerability, more affordable housing and 

to the tax preferences for housing especially owner-occupied 

which it is equity funded, owner occupied housing is an untaxed 
investment whereas the effective tax rate on bonds and similar 
financial instruments used to fund retirement savings is higher 

favouring investment in housing rather than savings in financial 
instruments (the latter likely to contribute to growth in jobs and 

agreement in the reports that while our tax rules discourage 
saving in general, their most adverse impact is to misallocate 
what savings New Zealanders are able to accumulate by directing 
them into real estate with consequentially high land and housing 

and land prices over recent years as shown in the graph below 
32

House and land prices are also influenced by other factors such 
as the impact of monetary policy on interest rates, levels of 
immigration, growth in incomes, the number of homes being built 

24 25

26   A Tax System for New 
28

29 30  Treasury/
31 32  New Zealand 
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We save too little and invest those savings badly.

debt, low levels of productive assets and inadequate savings in 

owner-occupied housing is zero so, to equalise the tax impact on 
savings, the tax rate on savings in financial assets would need 

on housing (in particular on owner-occupied housing, which has 

must be explored as the do-nothing option accepts that:

New Zealand tax rules give rise to two problems in the savings 
area:  they discourage savings, and they distort the way what 

Chapter II focuses on the misallocation of saving away from 
savings in financial assets that can be available to fund 

reduce incentives the current tax rules provide for housing and 
land investment as opposed to accumulating savings in financial 

to target owner-occupied housing (where the tax incentives are 

are not possible, consideration needs to be given to reducing 
the tax bias favouring housing by reducing tax on accumulating 

that can be seen as best fitting within current tax policy settings 
would be to provide tax relief to all savings by, for example, not 
taxing a component of the return on savings simply attributable 
to the effects of inflation or providing lower tax rates on (potentially 
restricted locked-in) savings in KiwiSaver and similar locked-in 

Measures along these lines would obviously need to take into 

demonstrates, measures along these lines could be funded by 
removing or reducing the up-front KiwiSaver incentives costing 

33

would clearly have a lower impact on participation in KiwiSaver if it 
were accompanied by measures that would make participation less 

33
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Source: Housing Affordability Inquiry, NZ Productivity Commission 2012, Pg 1
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The Impact on the Level of Savings

The need to address the tax treatment of savings is often seen 

in this paper need to be addressed not only as part of sensible 
retirement income policy but also if New Zealand is to meet our 

34

“New Zealand’s level of national savings has tended to be lower 

supplemented national savings with foreign savings, which has 

reducing offshore debt will help make New Zealand more resilient 
to external shocks and will put downward pressure on interest 

“It is important that government policy settings provide New 

appropriate tax settings that do not discourage saving or distort 
how people save, as well as good information about investment 

 In short, current policy does not provide New Zealanders with 
the right incentives to save but discourages and distorts saving 

under the assumption that our tax system will continue to be 

A higher level of New Zealand savings, other things being equal, 
can reasonably be expected to increase New Zealand’s economic 

 

literature came to two tentative conclusions with respect to the 
effect of reducing tax on savings to increase savings:

“The first is that tax incentives increase retirement saving 

some evidence that tax incentives for retirement savings may 
produce a small amount of new savings, the increase is lower 

incentives may reduce the relative tax advantage of other classes 
of investments (such as owner-occupied housing or investment  
[in rental accommodation] made for capital gain) and thus 

35

“For anything other than a revenue-neutral shift away from 
income tax, there is a high degree of uncertainty over whether or 
not cutting the tax rate on private saving alone will increase or 

taxes on capital income should not be made primarily in terms of 
36

2012  officials considered whether changing tax settings could 
lead to a material improvement in economic performance by 
improving efficiency, incentives to save and invest, and reduce 

of tax reforms and recommended further work be undertaken 
on reducing personal income tax rates and on reforming the tax 

34 35 36
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Savings and Retirement Income Provision

First, NZ Super which is a moderate taxpayer funded pension 
paid to everyone reaching a certain age (presently 65 years) and 

lifestyle lower than the expectations that most people have for 
their retirement and the pressure on future government finances 

For New Zealanders to have more than this minimum retirement 
lifestyle they need to provide for themselves by saving to build up 
capital that can be invested to produce a supplementary retirement 

(such as building up a business or buying and paying off a house) 
for the great majority of New Zealanders, the expectation is that 
this will be by way of saving directly in financial assets (such as 
shares or bank deposits) or using one of the products provided by 

In most other countries with a developed income tax, retirement 

pre-tax income, the fund earnings can accumulate tax-free, and 
tax is deferred until savings are paid out in retirement as a pension 

our general rule has been that contributions to retirement savings 
should be made out of after-tax income, the fund should be taxable 
as and when income is received or accrues, and payments out of 

This is a long-standing New Zealand tax policy position and the 
merits or demerits of our unique approach to the taxation of 

considerable importance on ensuring that the tax system, while 
not providing concessions for retirement savings, does not go 
beyond that and penalise retirement savings or distort decisions 

this is likely to:

then gain a greater benefit from doing something else that is 

basis that, except for very high income earners, people save 
for retirement out of money not needed for day to day living 

that retirement savings makes up a large part of household 

 

The strategic issue is therefore to have all savings taxed to an equal 
extent but, if this is not possible, to remove or at least reduce tax 
penalties on accumulating savings so that savings are not directed 

savings are long term savings that are re-invested within the 
instrument or the savings product so that savings grow through a 

Accumulating savings also manifest themselves in the form of 
directly held bonds, government stock, bank term deposits and 

long term savings (purchase an expensive asset such as a house, 
start a business, precautionary savings and so forth) a normal 

An individual’s retirement savings needs to replace working income 
and therefore is, of necessity, a large sum relative to annual working 

saving over a large part of a person’s working life gradually building 
up savings out of contributions and investment returns over a 

savings will be determined predominantly by the fund’s investment 

38 quoted the example of a 35 
year old worker who saves a fixed percentage of an increasing 
payroll stream until retirement at age 65, and then draws down 

assumptions with no tax on investment income it is calculated 
that 90% of retirement income is generated by compounding 

39   

The retirement income that a person can expect to be generated 
from KiwiSaver or similar savings is therefore largely going to be 

compounding income substantially reduces the source of 90% of 

This simply reflects the importance of compounding interest 

$100 deposit grows over 50 years to $1,842 if untaxed, $1,319 if 

earnings reduces its value to the saver by about one third if taxed 
only at the end of the 50 years but taxing those earnings as they 

38 39
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The Impact on the Allocation of Savings

Retirement savings and housing are the two main purposes for 

is critical not only to ensuring New Zealanders are reasonably 
housed and can afford a comfortable retirement, but also to how 

of New Zealanders will ultimately be determined by our future 

factors many of which are beyond the control of governments – 
the terms of trade, climatic conditions, the choices of individuals 

the importance of increasing national savings (which would 
increase the amount of capital available per worker if those 
savings are invested productively in New Zealand) and the need 

tax rules heavily favour investment in housing, including rental 
housing, over other investments that could be used to fund 
retirement incomes and thus put upward pressure on the price  

make-up of New Zealand household assets is estimated to be:40

 

 
superannuation and bonds $ 89 billion

our foreign indebtedness, puts upward pressure on interest rates 

This strong preference for personal home ownership reflects the 

can be illustrated in a number of different ways:

First, if a person places $100,000 in a bank on deposit, the return 

uses the $100,000 to help pay for a house, the return in terms 

The benefit to the homeowner is the rental that would be paid 

How our tax system impacts on the accumulated investment income of retirement savings is therefore critical for determining the level 

40

THE IMPACT ON VALUE OF TAXATION ON A REALISATION BASIS
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for the house (if it were owned by someone else) grossed up by 
the person’s marginal tax rate so as to get the gross income they 
would have to earn to have been able to pay the rent out of after-

Secondly, assume a person on a 33% tax rate deposits $100,000 

used the $100,000 to pay off their home mortgage on which they 
are charged 4% interest, after 5 years they have saved $21,665 

rate, as is likely, they will be even better off repaying the mortgage 

on a 33% marginal income tax rate with inflation at 2% and 
nominal interest rates of 6%, the marginal effective tax rate on 

41 

from independent experts reached a similar conclusion and is set 

personal income tax rate is 33%) is the result of the fact that part 
of a taxable interest return is merely compensation for inflation 

income component as well as the remainder of the interest return 
increasing the tax rate on the real income above the statutory 

this strong tax incentive to invest in housing over other, mainly 
retirement, savings that needs to be dealt with if New Zealand  

41
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An estimate of the tax benefits of home ownership

mortgage free owner occupied home with the owner being in the 
33% marginal tax bracket

If the $500,000 was invested in a bank term deposit 
$29,851

alternatively the value of the rental cost avoided 
Avoiding rent at a 4% gross yield on the $500,000 $29,851

Plus an 8% untaxed capital gain 

Total equivalent tax free income in 2012/2013 $89,552

and this helps to explain the attractiveness of housing as an 

money from more productive investments, contributes to New 
Zealand’s significant overall level of indebtedness and exposes 
taxpayers to growing demands for State assistance with housing 

42

price increases in the last decade are attributable to the tax 
43

The McLeod Review 2001 estimated that the level of tax 

million per annum – in 2001 about 12% of company net tax 

housing valuation of $125 billion, with housing loans of $50 

produced a rate of return of 4% this gives implicit income from 
housing of $3 billion which if taxed at an average personal 

44 Since 2001 house prices have risen dramatically while 

value of housing stock is now estimated at $615 billion funded 

return that should be taxed at an average of a 25% rate, the 

To put this figure in context, it is equal to about 50% of current 
company tax collections, and is more than twice the government’s 

45 The total estimated 
savings that have been placed  in managed funds, life insurance, 
superannuation and bonds is only $89 billion suggesting an 
average investment return over  time of somewhere between 

owner-occupied housing is estimated to be of the same order 
of magnitude as the total income from managed funds, life 

Those trying to encourage people to save for retirement, 
including the government, are therefore facing the uphill battle 
of competing against a tax subsidy for housing as an alternative 
use of savings that is of the same magnitude as the entire income 

The options to address this subsidy, attracting people away 
from accumulating savings, are not easy but the real choice 
is between continuing with the status quo with a low saving, 
unproductive, highly indebted vulnerable economy with 
expensive housing or moving to a more equal tax treatment 
of housing and retirement saving with higher savings more 
productively employed, a lower debt burden and less vulnerable 

42 43 44

45
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Housing and Retirement Savings

(65% of all households), 500,000 are renting a private dwelling 
(29% of households) and about 100,000 are housed otherwise 

46  

As the New Zealand Productivity Commission has noted, “home 
ownership peaked in the late 1980s/early 1990s when around 

decrease in home ownership since the end of the 1990s has 
been particularly marked in Auckland, where around 40% of 

of urban land is restricted and demand has therefore put upward 

Zealanders have developed the habit of borrowing effectively from 
offshore (via the intermediary of our trading banks), in order to 

does not increase as a result, so New Zealand as a whole ends 
up with higher household debt and increased land prices but no 

by the high ratio of land to total house (home plus land) prices 

Auckland, on average, about 60% of the price of a home is the 
cost of buying the land on which it is situated (and there will be 

that the normal ratio in similar overseas economies is closer to 

price of land in our major cities to international highs, and all on 
borrowed money placing home ownership increasingly beyond the 

The biggest choice facing most New Zealand households is:

the mortgage repayment and interest costs) and how much for 
retirement savings in other forms?

property or investments in financial assets via, or including, 
KiwiSaver?

The choice to invest in a house or rental property or financial 
assets for retirement should not be influenced by biases in the 

and rental housing investment , this diverts savings into non-

productive assets (and stimulates higher land prices) and away 
from financial assets that can in turn be invested in assets that 
add to the country’s productive potential (and thus enhance its 
ability to sustain aged healthcare and other support in the longer 

future retirement incomes of New Zealanders depend (at least in 
part) on the tax system not biasing savings into home ownership 
and rental properties more than the market would normally 

It is noted that tax is only one of the biases that favour investment 

for land investment which makes such investment able to be 
highly geared – it is simply not possible to borrow for a 25 year 
term at anything near mortgage rates in order, for example,  

asset to borrow against and is also available as security to 
borrow for a number of purposes such as buying or expanding 
a business in which case the interest costs are also deductible 

most people to own and manage a portfolio of financial assets 

lies the fact that to date house prices have been less volatile 

demand for housing falls people can continue to live in 

fees, moving costs, and personal and family disruption) is very 

to reduce the volatility of house prices reducing the downside 

costs associated with home or property ownership such 
as rates, insurance, repairs and maintenance, rental and 

The heavy tax bias in favour of housing simply increases an 
inherent bias that most people are likely to have for this form  

46   New Zealand Productivity Commission, The Housing 



Introduction

This Chapter considers further the policy relationship between 

the first Chapter is that current policy settings encourage the 
over-investment in land and under-saving by way of financial 

policy but also results in our relatively low level of savings being 

New Zealand to a future of low economic performance and will 
inevitably mean that our aspirations, as for example set out in the 

 

The Issue

Current tax rules unambiguously favour home ownership, and 

is inherent in an income tax given measurement and other 

becomes critical if there is a form of saving or investment 
that is highly substitutable for retirement savings and such an 

48  
Retirement savings through, say a KiwiSaver scheme, is likely to 
be weighted towards debt instruments that have high effective tax 

The return from a fully equity-funded owner-occupied house 

the owner is in the form of rent that does not have to be paid 
for the benefits of the house and any capital gain on the house 

funded by way of a mortgage, interest on the mortgage will be 

investment is now effectively taxed at the individual’s marginal 

If the person then uses money that would otherwise be saved 
to repay the mortgage, that also earns a tax-free return since 

Repaying a mortgage is equivalent in economic terms to investing 

with fungible capital, they can always gear up their business 
investments with interest deductible against business income and 

Such individuals can, in effect, always effectively deduct the 
interest cost on a house purchase and enjoy the tax benefits of 

2  Real Estate and a Level Playing Field for Savings in Financial Assets

48
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For a rental property, expenses should be deductible and rental 

can gear up the rental property, receive interest deductions for 
those borrowed funds, also receive depreciation deductions for 
the house49 and contents and then sell the house for a tax-free 

result is often that deductions exceed taxable income and the loss 
can be used to reduce tax on other income, and the return is in 

There are probably many reasons why New Zealanders invest 

cannot respond to price signals, and in relation to the latter, it 

demand for land (driven by tax advantages) is thus not responded 

This has a number of adverse macro-economic implications as 

A number of factors peculiar it seems to New Zealand have 
combined to increase the problems this poses for macro-

most simplistic form is that trading banks borrow from overseas 
(increasing foreign debt) to lend to New Zealand households 

up with high levels of household (ultimately foreign) debt but 

billion, which is about the same as the total liabilities of central 
50

removed on the basis that in most cases such a property is in 

depreciation was generally only a timing advantage and the ability 
to deduct interest costs and benefit from a tax-free capital gain 
remains (thus still materially reducing the tax rate on such an 
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Possible Responses

Taxing imputed rental income of owner occupied homes

property in general, the largest and most unambiguous tax 
preference is for owner occupied housing with the main form of 

the economic rationale for taxing such income is clear, the difficulty 
in getting the concept across to people means that the political 

Tax Review in its 2001 Interim Report recommended taxing such 

resistance that it was never pursued by the Review itself, nor by any 

Taxing the capital gains on owner occupied homes

be the position of those New Zealand political parties that have 

In fact, recognising the lack of political traction (at least in the 

adding to a long history of recommendations along that path, and 
instead it used its imagination to suggest alternatives that might 
(at least arguably) go some way towards achieving a similar result 

relevant too to note that a capital gains tax was specifically off 

potential solution to a distortion that was very relevant to its 

A land tax

the board tax on the unimproved value of land in New Zealand 
as a revenue raising measure that could be used to fund lower 

not, however, reduce any tax preference for owner occupied or 

value is a one-off cost on land owners at the time it is introduced 
(penalising savers who are heavily reliant on the value of their 

after a land tax is introduced so that new owners still receive the 

itself but also improvements such as housing or other buildings), 

could be expected to partially offset the income tax advantages 

problem that landowners may be asset rich but can be income 

the land is sold or the owner dies, reducing the revenue flow to 
51

General comments on removing tax preferences only for 
rental housing

The first point to note here is that if it is not feasible to reduce 
or remove the tax preferences for owner occupied housing, then 
66% to 60% of the housing market is unaffected by any reforms 

any reduction in the tax preferences only for rental housing will 
be likely, given the restrictions in supply of affordable housing 

will impact adversely on tenants already struggling with high rents 
and flow through to increases in government benefits such as 

restore, to some extent, the attractiveness of rental housing as a 

Restricting or denying interest deductions for rental housing

Since it is argued that rental housing benefits from interest 
deductions and non-taxable capital gains, one option is to deny 
interest deductions for money borrowed to fund ownership 

be especially so where the rental house is owned in a separate 

is the latest tax legislation – the Taxation (Livestock Valuation, 
Assets Expenditure and Remedial Matters) Act 2013 – which 
deems borrowings by a member of a company group or a 
major shareholder to be fully used to fund a mixed use private/
business asset and thus have interest deductions denied even 
in circumstances when the asset was owned prior to any 

 

Economists also point out that if interest deductions are denied 
for a tax preferred asset (rental housing), the tax preference 

It is plausible to assume that if rental housing offers a good return 
there are sufficient people in New Zealand with sufficient capital 

issue is similar to the limited effectiveness of denying interest 

51
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retains a debt financed rental house, that person receives a tax-

Restricting interest deductions to the real interest rate

Instead of restricting all interest deductions, one option is to allow 

without inflation interest reflects the benefit of the borrower being 

inflation, interest also includes compensation to the lender for 

component is compensated for by the fact that he or she need 
only repay the loan at a future date with money that has a lower 

there is an argument for denying an interest deduction for the 

The argument seems stronger still when the borrowed funds 
are invested in an asset, such as rental property, that itself can 
be expected to rise in value in line with inflation and that gain is 

the benefit of repaying the loan at a reduced value and a tax-free 
gain in line with inflation and a full deduction for the inflationary 

The inflation advantage provided to the borrower is to some 

person is under current laws taxed on the inflationary interest 
component that is merely compensating him or her for the loss in 

to remove the inflationary component of the interest from tax 

towards indexation of the tax base, an issue considered in the 

Restricting losses on rental housing

This is simply an alternative way of restricting interest deductions 

Taxing the capital gains on rental housing

This has the merit of removing the tax preference from rental 
housing rather than targeting peripheral deductions leaving the 

practical grounds to all non-principal dwelling residential housing 

grounds that it can be hard to distinguish rented versus non-
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Taxing capital gains on a realisation basis would only partially 
remove any tax preference since although the gains accrue 
across the holding period for practical reasons any gains would be 

argued that a tax on gains could be restricted to when the rental 

This would provide a strong incentive to hold the house for the 

Rules would also need to be developed where rental property is 
held in another entity such as a company and that entity is sold 

but equally undoubtedly schemes will be devised to try to skirt 

It should be noted that even if the capital gains on rental 
accommodation were taxed under, for example, a general capital 
gains tax, this would not in itself eliminate the lower effective 

partly because, as noted above, for practical reasons any tax on 
gains would likely be on the realisation of those gains whereas 

geared properties the inflation component of interest would 

Council suggests that 33% taxpayers with geared residential 
accommodation investment held over a medium term (20 years 
or more) would still face effective tax rates significantly lower than 

28% marginal tax rate the real effective tax rate on KiwiSaver 

property in a world with a capital gains tax on realisation is 

tax reduces but does not eliminate the large discrepancy in 

Moreover, especially if the principal residence was exempt from 
capital gains taxation, it is likely that rental yields would increase 
if rental accommodation were taxed on capital gain, thereby 

A risk free rate of return tax on rental properties

This would deem rental properties to get a deemed rate of return 
along similar lines to the existing “fair dividend rate” regime 
applying to portfolio-type shareholdings in offshore companies 

property would be deemed each year to derive income of, say 

were capital gains then this would implicitly be taxed under this 

explored this option but concluded that it would be difficult to 
52

An alternative

Provide a similar tilting of the playing field by expressly not taxing 
capital gains on land in a PIE just as PIEs are not taxed on equity 

fund managers joining other investors to further bid up the price 

The policymaker’s dilemma

Land, specifically residential housing, happens to be one of the 
major (and in many cases, the only) asset that New Zealanders 

to remove or significantly mitigate such preferences (and create 
a more level playing field with other asset classes) may have a 

This creates a dilemma for policymakers and politicians: making 
the “right” change to taxes should improve future asset allocation, 
investment returns and national income, but at the same time 
potentially wiping value off a significant portion of assets that 
thousands of New Zealanders are relying on for and in their 

The timing and transition into such change is therefore fraught, 
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Introduction

This Chapter considers the issue of the tax treatment of 
accumulating saving in New Zealand – savings where the 
principal is reinvested and the earnings are added to that principal 

the consequences of current rules and the problems they give 

accumulating savings are penalised relative to other forms of 

options for reform are not necessarily mutually exclusive but 

The Issue

The New Zealand tax system penalises savings and in particular 

penalty falls most harshly on compounding investment income 

These two tax bases differ significantly in how they tax savings 

consuming goods now or at some time in the future (such as 

over waiting and buying them in the future since they then get to 

the interest or investment return they receive on the savings and 

in substance the same whether money is spent now or deferred 

in the true sense of adding to a person’s wealth but because 

under an income tax the compensation a person gets by way 
of interest or an investment return for deferring consumption 

restraint in not spending their wages immediately – some of this 

and present consumption as two goods, the situation under an 

governments have gone to great pains) to ensure that it does not 
discriminate between consumption on different goods or services, 

The penalty is especially harsh on long term savings and 
retirement funds that need to be built up over time through 

3   The Over-taxation of  Accumulating Savings



example where a tax rate of 33% imposes a tax on consumption 
of 33% in the first year rising to 40% after 10 years and 45% 
after 20 years53

on accumulating savings means that the tax penalty increases 

As a result, a 33% tax rate on accumulated savings reduces the 

savings that could have amounted to $500,000 in the absence 
of tax on the interest income as it accrues would after such a tax 

effective tax rate on savings in a financial instrument increases 

with a pension scheme over a working lifetime starting at age 25 
years and retiring at 65 years and dying at 90 years, a 35% tax 
rate on the scheme earnings as they accrue reduces the pension 

54 In a world with taxation on accumulating savings at 

Investments of different types and in different forms incur 

equity funded is fully exempt income tax and faces no such tax 

planting and is not taxed until harvested so also faces no such 

other forms of investment since an interest deduction is available 

highly taxed form of investment would generally be debt instruments 
(such as bonds, government stock, and bank term deposits) which 
are fully taxed on the inflation component and fully taxed on an 

Increasingly, for most people, retirement savings are held in the 

fund can invest in a wide variety of assets, prudent management 
will generally mean that a significant proportion of the fund will 

case for those investments held on behalf investors nearing or in 

of retirement income can be expected to be derived from 

Most other countries also favour home ownership under their 

of comprehensive taxation of the return on debt instruments 
as they accrue, no superannuation tax concessions and no tax 

findings of two recent international studies, the Henry Review in 

instruments specifically used for retirement savings are accorded 
concessionary tax treatment and are, on that basis, tax preferred 

In contrast, New Zealand stands out by having one of the highest 
tax biases in favour of investment in real estate over investment 
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“New Zealand stands out by having one of the 
highest tax biases in favour of investment in real 

estate over investment in financial assets.”



DIFFERENCES IN THE TAX TREATMENT OF DIFFERENT ASSET CLASSES, AS WELL AS INFLATION, LEADS TO VASTLY 
DIFFERENT REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES FOR DIFFERENT CLASSES OF ASSETS. THE LARGE DIFFERENCES DISTORT 
THE WAY PEOPLE HOLD THEIR SAVINGS. 
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Source: Savings Working Group Report 2011
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system strongly favours home ownership and investment in rental 

estimated that the effective interest rate faced by rental property 

55

The Financial Services Council commissioned its own study on the 

In summary the estimated different tax rates are as follows:

This shows that in order to remove the tax incentive for people 
to invest in geared rental property in preference to financial 
instruments such as a KiwiSaver fund, the tax rates on financial 
instruments would need to be considerably reduced, given in 
particular that most rental property held by those still in the 

Financial Services Council estimates that the tax rates required to 
level the playing field between savings in rental accommodation  
and savings in financial instruments would be as follows:
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EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF INVESTMENT56

Tax rate

0% 10.5% 17.5% 28% 30% 33%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

 
(100% leverage)

0%

 
(80% leverage)

0%

 
(50% leverage)

0%

 
(no leverage)

0%

PIE / KiwiSaver with no subsidies 0%

Foreign shares 0%

0%

*The tax rates in (brackets) are negative, which in effect means a person receives a tax subsidy for holding this type of asset with this level of leverage.



The Real Effective Tax Rate (Real ETR) is the tax wedge between 

marginal tax rate is the statutory rate required to produce the 
same return from different investments assuming both have 

is required to, for example, make an investment in KiwiSaver as 
attractive from a tax viewpoint as an investment in rental housing, 

For example, at a 28% marginal tax rate a person with rental 

In order to face the same real effective tax rate for savings in a 
KiwiSaver scheme, the person’s statutory marginal tax rate would 

for example, the real effective tax rate for a 28% taxpayer is 

savings in KiwiSaver would need their statutory marginal tax rate 

The issue therefore is that New Zealanders who are (and who 
are encouraged to be) dependent on accumulated income from 
savings for their retirement income are highly penalised under 

tax penalty on KiwiSaver-type investments, nevertheless many 
New Zealanders have joined KiwiSaver and are not investing 

that first, most New Zealanders will not save enough at current 

Secondly, there are many reasons why a person may not invest 

investors are likely, for example, to face difficulties in raising the 

Less sophisticated investors are likely to find the management 
of a rental property investment more difficult than simply 

 
tax preference for rental housing may not divert investment but  
it is patently unfair that tax preferences are directed at richer  
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REQUIRED TAX RATES TO LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD

Tax rate

Rental property  
– no leverage

Rental property  
– 50% leverage

Rental property  
– 80% leverage

Rental property  
– 100%  leverage

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate



Possible Responses

This section considers possible tax policy responses to the tax 
penalty currently imposed on long term and especially retirement 

The options are considered in terms of the breadth of the reform 

This section also assumes the quantum of government 

reduced, then tax rates (either generally or specifically on  

Replacing income tax with GST

As discussed above, the tax penalty imposed on accumulating 

option therefore would be to move from reliance on the dual tax 

reforms, compensatory government expenditure increases would 
be likely to be seen as necessary to protect the retired and lower 

a one-off tax on all existing savers and wealth holders (since the 

 

This does not rule out gradually changing the balance of 

An alternative to removing income tax and raising tax revenue 

would not be taxed (and interest expense non-deductible) and an 
immediate tax-write off given for all investments (ie income tax 

even New Zealand in the 1990s) but not implemented for political 
and administrative reasons (for example it would remove interest 
deductions, and this would adversely impact on highly geared 

also seems to be unlikely to be adopted in New Zealand in the 

Broaden the Income Tax Base Further and Reduce Rates

If the income tax base can be broadened, the same level of 

other countries, our income tax base is already broad with few 

matter of debate and the issue should be considered on its own 

term at least the revenue from a capital gains tax would not be 
sufficient to significantly and quickly reduce income tax rates 

countries exempt from their capital gains taxes the principal 
home, and there is usually concessionary treatment of assets 

would seem to result in PIEs losing their existing tax exemption 
on capital gains on shares thereby, in this respect, increasing the 

resisted the introduction of capital gains tax on real property (or 
even one that would tax it comprehensively with no exemption for 

2012 notes that work undertaken for officials by Andrew Coleman 
concludes that taxing housing more heavily (by taxing capital 
gains, even when the tax is limited to investment housing only) 
does tend to:

58
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Dual income tax system

This option retains the income tax but distinguishes between 
income from labour and income from capital, and taxes capital 
income at a lower rate with an offsetting increase in tax on 

However, determining whether income is capital or labour can 

the income of a small (especially owner-operated) company is 

in the Nordic countries but it seems unlikely that New Zealand 
would adopt this approach unless and until it has been adopted 

high level of self-employed making resolution of this issue 

59   
This is a conclusion that recognises successive governments’ 
adherence to the concept of a comprehensive income tax, an 

Indexation of the income tax base – Taxing only the real 
component of interest

As noted above, one of the tax penalties faced by savers is that 
they are taxed on the inflation component of their return, and 

issue is to exclude inflationary gains from the income tax base by 
indexing it for inflation60

and the obverse of not taxing the inflation component of interest 
income is that the inflation component of interest expense is non-

debt were more restricted, this could be expected to encourage 
multi-national enterprises to allocate more of their debt to 

61 Ideally, 
the issue of indexation should be considered on its own merits 
outside the context of relieving the over-taxation of accumulating 
savings but it is one orthodox method for relieving the over-
taxation of accumulating savings and if it were to be implemented 
the current low inflation, low real interest rate environment seems 

Reduce tax rates on certain types of income

This option would simply reduce the rate of tax on income 
from certain types of investment assets that form the bulk of 
the investment returns (and that in turn form the bulk of most 

treatment would be interest income that is, as noted earlier, the 

Australia raised a proposal along these lines – taxing only 60% of 
interest and net rental income62
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59 60

61 62



could be achieved by having special rates of tax for such income 

probably administratively more convenient, by including only a 
proportion of such income in taxable income subject to normal 

63

Such a change might be seen as inconsistent with the tax 
neutrality objectives of our tax system, favouring one form of 

economic literature does not generally support taxing all income 
at the same rate and, secondly, our income tax already treats 

simply relieve the disadvantaged position that these rules impose, 

seen as a means of providing at least some relief from the over-
taxation, relieving tax of the inflation component of interest as  

A more compelling concern is the arbitrage opportunities it would 

interest is taxable then a person can make an after tax profit 

doubtful whether sufficiently robust anti-avoidance provisions 

proportion of interest costs were deductible this would raise some 
of the concerns that have hindered the application of indexation 

interest recipient receives no value from New Zealand tax relief 
(since they will usually be taxable in their home country with a 
credit only for New Zealand withholding tax), but the New Zealand 
company will receive less than full deductions for interest, a 

64 It seems difficult to justify 

any form of income, including labour income (especially in 
small companies), and thus is only viable if all capital income of 

Australia did not include dividends in its proposed reduced tax on 

Reduce the tax rates on certain entities – PIEs

Instead of providing tax relief for a certain type of income, an 
alternative is to provide relief for income derived by certain 

candidate would be PIEs since almost all new retirement savings 

rates 5 to 10 percentage points below the individual investor’s 
normal tax rate65

income earners already have a PIE tax rate capped at 28% - 5 

63 64 65 
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income needs to be attributed to individual investors and taxed at 
their individual rates without the PIE knowing the details of their 
other income, the PIE rules apply tax rates at higher than the 
lowest rate only when income exceeds a higher threshold than 

percentage points lower than the tax rate they would pay if they 

The current ordinary personal income tax rate scale contrasted 
with possible rates applying to a PIE investor are shown in the 
following table66:

PIE AND ORDINARY TAX RATES 

Rate % PIE Tax Rate
PIE Tax Rate 
Advantage

      0 

$14,000 to 
$48,000

$48,001 to         30

33 28

Further reduced PIE rates would mitigate the tax penalty on a 
reasonable proportion of retirement savings given that most new 

There are no significant barriers preventing older retirement 
savings schemes from transforming themselves into the PIE 

means it can be used for what is in effect a normal bank account, 
and this means in turn  that those who wish to undertake long-
term savings for retirement or other purposes would be able to 

However, this very flexibility of the PIE entity creates a problem  
in that many forms of income can be transformed into PIE income 

 
as follows:

In effect, therefore having PIE rates lower than normal individual 
rates would be similar to having lower rates for interest, dividend 
and specified forms of income with the problems inherent in 

interposed between the individual and the income source and the 

Reduce Tax Rates only for KiwiSaver and Similar Entities

KiwiSaver schemes and similar entities  where savings are 

The main disadvantage of this option is that it limits relief only to 
KiwiSaver and similar schemes and thus provides a tax advantage 
to one type of saving vehicle (an advantage over all other vehicles, 

term accumulating savings and most of such savings are for 
retirement and most new schemes for such savings are now 
KiwiSaver or equivalents, this is arguably relatively well-targeted 
relief for a targeted tax bias – the penalty income tax imposes on 

savings for the most part be locked in until retirement age deals 
with the arbitrage problem of borrowing at a cheaper after-tax 
cost than the after-tax return on the same KiwiSaver investment 

because it is largely locked in, is not the same as a loan to fund 

should be 5 to 10 percentage points below individual marginal tax 
rates68 is a useful starting point for considering lower KiwiSaver 

that high income earners already receive a 5 percentage point 
reduction in the tax rate (a PIE rate of 28% versus the marginal 

many PIE investors on lower incomes already receive a reduced 

PIE investor with income of between $14,000 and $48,000 per 

methods of implementing a reduced tax scale along these lines:
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66  For a PIE investor this is:  

68
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Retaining a progressive tax scale with a 5 percentage point 
reduction would produce a tax scale along the following lines:

This retains the equity of progressivity and provides lower income 
earners with similar tax benefits now available to the highest 

Kiwisaver tax rate scale would not level the tax playing field 
between KiwiSaver and rental income investment and would 
provide no reduction in the existing tax savings penalty on the 

having to allocate income out to individual savers and apply 

closely align with the actual personal income tax scale in terms of 

withholding rates at the PIE level without knowing the individual 

requiring Kiwisaver investors to file annual returns of KiwiSaver 
and non-KiwiSaver income and pay any excess tax over and 

file tax returns would be likely to be resisted by Inland Revenue 
since it would place pressure on its system and would discourage 
saving via KiwiSaver since people would have to pay any 
additional tax without being able to access the KiwiSaver income 

taxes could be levied at the PIE level but this would require IT 

required to link the marginal tax rate assumed by the employer to 
calculate the tax on employer KiwiSaver contributions to the rate 
applied by the PIE provider so that the KiwiSaver member is taxed 

The alternative is to apply a single tax rate to all KiwiSaver 

percentage point reduction in KiwiSaver tax rates, a comparable 

align New Zealand and Australian superannuation tax rates which 
would remove a current barrier to the trans-Tasman transfer 

significant tax savings for higher income earners on a 30% or 

$14,000 or less of taxable income a 15% KiwiSaver rate would 

would not seem to come close to equalising the tax treatment 
of KiwiSaver and rental property investment assuming capital 

would approximately level the playing field with respect to the top 
KiwiSaver tax rate (now 28%) assuming a rental property is 100% 

time to be used to buy a further rental property, not to reduce 

increases to the extent it is geared, this means KiwiSaver, to be 

As this paper demonstrates, a flat KiwiSaver rate of close to 1% is 
justified and indeed required if the tax bias in favour of investing 

fiscally sustainable, at least in the short term, then as the next 
section demonstrates the KiwiSaver incentives (the $1000 up 
front and the $521 ongoing annual tax credit), could be used to 
fiscally neutrally fund either a single PIE tax rate in the order of 

If just the $521 tax credit was removed a single PIE tax rate of 
8% could be funded or a progressive KiwiSaver PIE tax scale with 

tax credit is indexed to the future growth of wages and that no 

There are some technical issues involved with moving KiwiSaver 

imputation credits on dividends received from New Zealand 
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KiwiSaver schemes would be taxed at 28% (the company tax rate) 

franking credits for superannuation so this is not seen as more 

to ensure that those over retirement age who are not restricted to 
withdrawals from KiwiSaver could not use a KiwiSaver as a bank 

age from being able to make new contributions to the KiwiSaver 

Finally, it is to be noted that a low flat rate KiwiSaver tax rate 
would enable New Zealand to adopt simple and appropriate rules 

enable KiwiSaver to be used as a draw down facility in retirement 

Retaining a progressive tax scale with a 5 percentage point 
reduction would produce a tax scale along the following lines:

This retains the equity of progressivity and provides lower income 
earners with similar tax benefits now available to the highest 

Kiwisaver tax rate scale would not level the tax playing field 
between KiwiSaver and rental income investment and would 
provide no reduction in the existing tax savings penalty on the 

having to allocate income out to individual savers and apply 

closely align with the actual personal income tax scale in terms of 

withholding rates at the PIE level without knowing the individual 

requiring Kiwisaver investors to file annual returns of KiwiSaver 
and non-KiwiSaver income and pay any excess tax over and 

file tax returns would be likely to be resisted by Inland Revenue 
since it would place pressure on its system and would discourage 
saving via KiwiSaver since people would have to pay any 
additional tax without being able to access the KiwiSaver income 
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taxes could be levied at the PIE level but this would require IT 

required to link the marginal tax rate assumed by the employer  
to calculate the tax on employer KiwiSaver contributions to the 
rate applied by the PIE provider so that the KiwiSaver member  

The alternative is to apply a single tax rate to all KiwiSaver 

percentage point reduction in KiwiSaver tax rates, a comparable 

align New Zealand and Australian superannuation tax rates which 
would remove a current barrier to the trans-Tasman transfer 

significant tax savings for higher income earners on a 30% or 

$14,000 or less of taxable income a 15% KiwiSaver rate would 

would not seem to come close to equalising the tax treatment 
of KiwiSaver and rental property investment assuming capital 

would approximately level the playing field with respect to the top 
KiwiSaver tax rate (now 28%) assuming a rental property is 100% 

time to be used to buy a further rental property, not to reduce 

increases to the extent it is geared, this means KiwiSaver, to be 

As this paper demonstrates, a flat KiwiSaver rate of close to 1% is 
justified and indeed required if the tax bias in favour of investing 

fiscally sustainable, at least in the short term, then as the next 
section demonstrates the KiwiSaver incentives (the $1000 up 
front and the $521 ongoing annual tax credit), could be used to 
fiscally neutrally fund either a single PIE tax rate in the order of 

If just the $521 tax credit was removed a single PIE tax rate of 
8% could be funded or a progressive KiwiSaver PIE tax scale with 

tax credit is indexed to the future growth of wages and that no 

There are some technical issues involved with moving KiwiSaver 

imputation credits on dividends received from New Zealand 

KiwiSaver schemes would be taxed at 28% (the company tax rate) 

franking credits for superannuation so this is not seen as more 

to ensure that those over retirement age who are not restricted to 
withdrawals from KiwiSaver could not use a KiwiSaver as a bank 

age from being able to make new contributions to the KiwiSaver 

Finally, it is to be noted that a low flat rate KiwiSaver tax rate 
would enable New Zealand to adopt simple and appropriate rules 

enable KiwiSaver to be used as a draw down facility in retirement 
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Fiscal Issues

It is therefore necessary to gauge the fiscal viability of reducing 

Prima facie, lowering the statutory tax rate would clearly come  

removing or reducing the existing KiwiSaver incentives, being the 
one-off $1,000 kick-start payment and the annual $521 member 

69  In 

would total $25 billion in 2015 and $60 billion in 2020 (an annual 

The estimated tax revenue from KiwiSaver funds in 2013 was 

tax revenue from KiwiSaver is estimated to grow to $580 million 

The Financial Services Council commissioned work to estimate 
what KiwiSaver tax rate could, if necessary, be funded out of the 
existing incentives over a twenty year time horizon at no fiscal 

out KiwiSaver incentives over 5 years from 2015 or, alternatively 

so that it retains value proportional to income growth from labour 

FISCALLY NEUTRAL KIWISAVER PIE TAX RATES

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC only 

removed

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC and 
$1000 kick-start 

removed

Phase out incentives 
from 2015

Remove incentives 
from 2015

 The above demonstrates that if necessary a significant reduction 

in KiwiSaver tax rates while retaining the progressivity of rates 
so that a greater benefit would be able to be delivered to lower 

EXAMPLES OF FISCALLY NEUTRAL PROGRESSIVE  
PIE TAX RATES

Progressive PIE tax rates Low rate Middle rate Top rate

Current PIE tax rates

Fiscally neutral if only 
$521pa MTC removed

Fiscally neutral if $521pa 
MTC and $1000 kick-start 
removed

69
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Technical Annex

Tax bias between investment in real property and 
retirement savings

Analysis on the tax bias between investment in rental property 
and saving for retirement has been undertaken by at least two 

on different asset classes and independently concluded that real 
effective tax rates were generally higher for rental property than 

words, it is more tax advantageous to save using retirement 

As has been shown, in New Zealand the converse is true: rental 
property is tax-preferred compared to KiwiSaver and other 

has a significantly larger tax bias between rental property and 

a concessionary tax regime for rental properties through not 
taxing the capital gains, while at the same time taxing investment 

the other hand, operate a capital gains tax – including on rental 
property – whilst also offering concessionary tax treatment for 

rate on retirement savings, assuming a 5% nominal rate of 
return and 2% inflation, was negative for persons on both a 

 the rates 
differed between employer and employee contributions but 

concessions are even greater when the savings are invested 
for ten years, with the real effective tax rate reaching less than 

does not affect the effective tax rates for retirement savings as 

for 25 years had an effective tax rate of 28% for a low-income 

Similarly, in Australia the Henry Review concluded that the real 
effective tax rates for retirement savings are lower than for 

assumed that half of the rental return is due to the capital gain 
and half due to rental income, which are the same assumptions 

effective tax rate on rental property is close to a person’s 

In comparison, the effective tax rate on superannuation for a 
person on a low marginal rate is above 20%, which is greater 

individuals with a higher marginal tax rate the effective tax 
rate on superannuation is negative – approximately -30% for a 

person in Australia the tax wedge between rental property and 

is a significant tax advantage to investing in a superannuation 

This technical annex sets out findings of work commissioned by the Financial Services Council on effective tax rates in New 
Zealand undertaken by Ernst and Young (EY).  Details of this work will be available on the Financial Services Council website.

TABLE 1 – EFFECTIVE TAX RATES IN THE UNITED KINGDOM  
(MIRRLEES REVIEW)

Asset

Effective tax rate for:

taxpayer
Higher-rate 

taxpayer

Individual savings account (ISA) 0% 0%

Interest-bearing account 33%

Pension – employee contribution  
– invested 10 years

(21%)* (53%)

– invested 25 years (8%) (21%)

Pension – employer contribution  
– invested 10 years

(115%) (102%)

– invested 25 years (45%) (40%)

Housing – main or only house 0% 0%

Rental housing  
– invested 10 years

30% 50%

– invested 25 years 28% 48%

 
– invested 10 years

10% 35%

– invested 25 years 33%

Source: The Mirrlees Review, United Kingdom, chapter 14, p.322.
Assumptions: 3% annual real rate of return and 2% inflation.  Rental housing 
assumes no mortgage (i.e. 0% gearing).
*A tax rate in (brackets) is negative which means holding this asset is being 
tax subsidised.
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Saving $450,000 for retirement

As previously noted, surveys demonstrate that a person would 
need about $450,000 as a lump sum on retirement in order to 
provide what most New Zealanders consider to be a comfortable 

The longer that a person takes to save $450,000 in today’s 
dollars by the time they reach the age of retirement, the 

Maintaining the assumptions used in this report of a 4% real 
rate of return and 2% inflation, it is also assumed that the 
nominal returns are taxed at the top personal tax rate applying 

As Table 2 illustrates, in order to save $450,000 in today’s 
dollars over a ten year period, a person would need to contribute 

of the contributions in today’s dollars would be approximately 
$405,000, with the remaining $45,000 or so (in today’s dollars) 

In a world without tax, however, a person who continued to 

cumulative investment returns of around $81,000 in today’s 

$45,000 is 44% less than $81,000, and we describe this 
difference in the table above as the impact of tax on the 

The impact of tax on a person’s return increases with longer 
savings horizons due to the higher weighting of returns to 

for their retirement in a KiwiSaver scheme at the age of 20 

period, the person would need to save almost $5,000 annually 

of taxes, the investment returns would instead be valued at 

TABLE 2 – EFFECTIVE TAX RATE IMPACTS INCREASE THE LONGER 
THE TERM OF SAVINGS

Annual savings required Impact of tax 
on cumulative 
returnNo tax

10

20 $15,112

30 $8,024 $10,529

40 $6,930

50 $2,948 $4,845

Assumptions: 4% real rate of return, 2% inflation, 28% PIR71.  Required annual 
savings shown is in 2013 dollars, and is assumed to increase with inflation.
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Effective tax rates on different types of investments, 
compound interest and inflation

Illustration of compound interest and accrual taxation

As illustrated, even where two different investments are both 
subject to tax at the same tax rate, the timing of when that 
tax is paid can make a significant difference to the return the 

where all of the income is taxed every year (regardless of 

way as property purchased by a speculator is treated in New 

Assume both investments earn 10% per annum before tax and 
the tax rate payable by the investor is 30% regardless of which 

If the investor is only thinking about the first year, the two 

investor is thinking about long-term saving and plans to leave 

at the start of year 2 (because the $3 tax is payable regardless 

case of the property investment, however, the investor has $110 
to invest in year 2 (as no tax is payable until the end of the 

cost is deferred for the holder of the property investment), the 

After 25 years, the holder of the property investment will have 

earned the same 10% return every year (but paid tax along  

Understanding the impact of inflation on effective tax rates

in the case of a bank deposit) is intended to compensate you for 

which is simply how much you need to receive for deferring 

Zealand tax system (like most systems around the world) taxes 

the effects of inflation into account increases the real effective 

where you have $100 today which would buy you 100 chocolate 

buy chocolate fish in the future) if you could get more than 100 
chocolate fish, otherwise you are better off buying the chocolate 

Imagine a world without inflation where a bank deposit earns 

the number of extra chocolate fish you can buy before you pay 

fish makes the wait worthwhile (and whether or not they will 
consume the chocolate fish in year 1 or save and consume 

If we assume a 2% rate of inflation (so that each chocolate 

your tax is calculated without reference to inflation, so you pay 

someone who previously needed an additional seven chocolate 
fish to make the wait worthwhile (that is, someone who was the 
marginal saver before inflation), the effect of being taxed on 
the nominal return means that it is no longer worth their while 
saving for the future as the reduced rewards (in terms of the 
bundle of goods they can consume) make current consumption 
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The assumptions underlying these figures are similar to those 

assumed that 50% of the nominal return arose from rental 

The real effective tax rate was calculated as the tax rate on the 

regarding interest income on a bank term deposit a person pays 

(being 33% times 6%) is calculated as a proportion of the real 

The calculations in the above table of real effective tax rates 
for foreign shares give the same results as those attained by 

imposed on a deemed 5% return using the fair dividend rate 

 

However, the methodology used to calculate the other real 

not change the results significantly – for example, the above 
table shows a real effective tax rate on a term deposit of 

use the internal rate of return (IRR) method to calculate the 

effective tax rate is calculated as the proportionate difference in 

in the person’s real return from imposing tax compared to what 

Assume, for example, a 4% real return, 2% inflation and a 
50/50 split between rental yield and (non-taxable) capital 

to 50%, is held for 20 years before being sold and that the 

rounding, the proportionate change in these numbers is the 

That is, the cost of imposing tax at a marginal rate of 33% is to 
reduce the person’s after-tax real return on rental property by 

The real effective tax rates for rental properties vary according 

incurred on mortgages over rental properties is deductible, 
a larger mortgage implies higher (deductible) interest costs 

EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF INVESTMENTS

Tax rate

0% 28% 30% 33%

0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

PIE / KiwiSaver with no subsidies 0%

Foreign shares 0%

0%

*In these examples the rental properties are assumed to be held for 20 years.
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The assumed nominal interest rate applying to the mortgage 

that mortgage interest is payable at a constant amount per 

Say a person purchases a house for $500,000 with $100,000 

assumed that half of the return arises from rental yield and 

gearing ratio, the interest payable on the mortgage exceeds the 

However, as the rental yield is calculated as a percentage of 
the property’s value (which increases over time) the rental yield 

the person has other income against which the excess interest 

effective tax rate is negative as the interest deductions exceed 

assumed the property is sold), the rental income exceeds the 
interest costs and the real effective tax rate in any particular 

enough to ensure the overall real effective tax rate from the 

Consequently, if the property is instead held for longer than 20 

basis that the rental yield exceeds the interest costs for a longer 

 in contrast, under the same set of 
assumptions the rental income does not catch up to the 

has negative taxable income from the rental property as their 

is taxable income after year 13 and so a positive real effective 
tax rate for individual years, there is not sufficient time (before 
the property is sold in year 20) to ensure the real effective 

100% leverage face a positive real effective tax rate over its 

The following table shows how effective tax rates on rental 
property vary according to how long the rental property is held 

based on a 33% marginal statutory tax rate (the top rate) for  

HOW THE EFFECT OF LEVERAGE AND THE PERIOD OVER 
WHICH RENTAL PROPERTY IS OWNED IMPACTS ON THE 
EFFECTIVE TAX RATE

before  
rental 
property  
is sold

Leverage ratio

0% 50% 80% 100%

10 years

20 years

30 years

40 years

50 years

This table assumes the owner is on a 33% marginal tax rate.

The table illustrates that a rental property with a 50% mortgage 
held for 10 years and then sold faces a real effective tax rate 

real ETR becomes as, over time, the rental yield (based on the 

Real effective tax rates also obviously vary according to the 

  It is noted that 100% gearing for tax purposes is feasible for a rental property if the rental investor is able to use his or her home 
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It might be thought that the government KiwiSaver subsidies 
might offset to some extent the high relative effective tax rates 

provides a financial incentive for that but after a person has 

After a person has made contributions of $1,042 per annum, 
insufficient by itself to fund a comfortable retirement, remaining 
investments (and all past investments) still face the high 

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON RENTAL PROPERTIES OVER 10 YEARS AT VARYING MARGINAL TAX RATES

Leverage ratio Marginal tax rate

0% 28% 30% 33%

0% leverage (no mortgage) 0%

50% leverage 0%

80% leverage 0%

100% leverage 0%

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON RENTAL PROPERTIES OVER 30 YEARS AT VARYING MARGINAL TAX RATES

Leverage ratio Marginal tax rate

0% 10.5% 17.5% 28% 30% 33%

0% leverage (no mortgage) 0%

50% leverage 0%

80% leverage 0%

100% leverage 0%

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON RENTAL PROPERTIES OVER 20 YEARS AT VARYING MARGINAL TAX RATES

Leverage ratio Marginal tax rate

0% 10.5% 17.5% 28% 30% 33%

0% leverage (no mortgage) 0%

50% leverage 0%

80% leverage 0%

100% leverage 0%

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON RENTAL PROPERTIES OVER 40 YEARS AT VARYING MARGINAL TAX RATES

Leverage ratio Marginal tax rate

0% 10.5% 17.5% 28% 30% 33%

0% leverage (no mortgage) 0%

50% leverage 0%

80% leverage 0%

100% leverage 0%

REAL EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ON RENTAL PROPERTIES OVER 50 YEARS AT VARYING MARGINAL TAX RATES

Leverage ratio Marginal tax rate

0% 10.5% 17.5% 28% 30% 33%

0% leverage (no mortgage) 0%

50% leverage 0%

80% leverage 0%

100% leverage 0%
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Required statutory rate for long-term savings to even the 
playing field

The tax rates necessary to even the playing field between rental 
property (different levels of leverage) and KiwiSaver at the 
different marginal tax rates are as illustrated below: 

The most reasonable assumption seems to be rental property 

This shows that the required tax rate on KiwiSaver to level the 

REQUIRED TAX RATES TO EVEN THE PLAYING FIELD FOR LONG TERM SAVINGS

Tax rate

Rental property  
– no leverage

Rental property  
– 50% leverage

Rental property  
– 80% leverage

Rental property  
– 100%  leverage

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate

Real ETR
Required 
marginal  
tax rate
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Fiscal costs

The current cost of the KiwiSaver upfront and tax incentives 

KiwiSaver funds under management in 2013 are estimated to 

funds under management would total $25 billion in 2015 

Assuming thereafter a lower, more conservative growth rate  

The estimated tax revenue from KiwiSaver funds in 2013 was 

tax revenue from KiwiSaver is estimated to grow to $580 million 

The KiwiSaver PIE tax rate that could, if necessary, be funded 
out of the existing incentives over a twenty year time horizon at 

This is based on either phasing out KiwiSaver incentives over 
5 years from 2015 or, alternatively cancelling the incentives 

below assume either the $521 annual member tax credit only 
is removed or the member tax credit and the $1000 kick-start 
payment is removed:

FISCALLY NEUTRAL KIWISAVER PIE TAX RATES

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC only 

removed

NPV 0 Tax Rate – 
$521pa MTC and 
$1000 kick-start 

removed

Phase out incentives 
from 2015

Remove incentives 
from 2015

The above demonstrates that if necessary a significant 

current progressivity of the KiwiSaver rate scale (a low rate of 

preserved if a fiscally neutral reduction in KiwiSaver rates were 

PIE Progressive tax rates
Low 
rate

Middle 
rate

Top 
rate

Current PIE Tax Rates

Fiscally neutral if only $521pa 
MTC removed

Fiscally neutral if $521pa MTC 
and $1,000 kick-start removed

Measures along these lines could deliver greater benefits to 
lower income savers while still enabling the top KiwiSaver tax 
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